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The existing cloud storage methods cannot meet the delay requirements of intelligent devices in the power distribution Internet of
Things (IoT), and it is difficult to ensure the data security in the complex network environment. Therefore, a data Security Storage
method for the power distribution IoT is proposed. Firstly, based on the “cloud tube edge end” power distribution IoT structure, a
cloud edge collaborative centralized distributed joint control mode is proposed, which makes full use of the collaborative
advantages of cloud computing and edge computing to meet the real-time requirements. Then, a distributed data storage
method based on the Kademlia algorithm is proposed, and the homomorphic encryption and secret sharing algorithm are used
to store the data in the cloud as ciphertext and perform data query directly on the ciphertext. Finally, considering the
heterogeneity of edge nodes, the security protection model of edge nodes based on noncooperative differential game is
established, and the algorithm of optimal defense strategy of edge nodes is designed to ensure the security of edge nodes. The
experimental results show that the proposed method obtained excellent query performance, and the ability to resist network
attacks is better than other comparison methods. It can reduce the data storage and query delay and ensure the data security of
the system.

1. Introduction

As the core manifestation of the application in the field of
power Internet of Things (IoT), the power distribution IoT
in cyber-physical energy systems is responsible for the visual
perception of the state of the distribution network, the IoT to
manage and control the distribution network equipment, the
opening of the distribution service capabilities, and the shar-
ing of distribution network data [1]. On the one hand, a large
number of sensor and complex communication networks
were used to turn the distribution network into a multidi-
mensional and heterogeneous complex network capable of
real-time perception, dynamic control, and information
query by the power distribution IoT in cyber-physical energy
systems; its massive external data can affect the distribution
network. The control decision of the electrical system
increases the complexity of operation and control [2, 3].

With the development of cloud computing technology,
more and more power grid companies are accustomed to

using various services provided by cloud service providers
to meet the needs of power business application development
and data storage [4]. In recent years, applications such as IoT,
artificial intelligence, and big data have also developed rap-
idly. However, because cloud computing is located at the
upper layer of the network and is far away from the actual
physical equipment, it cannot achieve good support for
low-latency power business applications and cannot meet
certain requirements. Some power applications must rely
on local equipment to perform a large number of calculations
[5, 6]. Edge computing allows devices to complete data col-
lection and preprocessing in the local network by deploying
edge computing devices close to the data source, thereby
overcoming the problems of low processing speed and large
transmission delay for massive native data in cloud comput-
ing [7]. The edge computing nodes in the power distribution
IoT use edge intelligent terminals to complete the collection,
aggregation, and model processing of IoT device data to meet
the response requirements of low-latency applications [8].
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The cooperation of cloud edge collaboration overcomes
the problems of cloud computing for distributed data col-
lection, transmission delay, and data analysis efficiency [9].
And in the power distribution IoT, the edge intelligent ter-
minals are deployed near the power grid line data source
to provide computing services, which has the advantages
of real-time and efficiency [10, 11]. However, with the
introduction of edge computing, a large amount of data
is stored in the local edge intelligent terminal, which
brings serious security risks. Moreover, edge computing
involves the interaction between the edge intelligent termi-
nal and the downstream terminal device, the interaction
between the edge intelligent terminal and the upstream
cloud platform, the interaction between the edge intelligent
terminal, etc., which will lead to the security threats from
the end devices, the edge intelligent terminal itself, the
edge network infrastructure, and the cloud platform [12,
13]. At the same time, the development of the network
security standards of the power distribution IoT is uneven,
resulting in greater difficulties in protecting data storage
from external threats [14]. Therefore, it is meaningful to
study the security protection of the distributed storage of
the power distribution IoT to ensure the safety and reli-
ability of the grid data.

2. Related Research

In the existing research methods, most methods are based
on the topology model to establish the power grid informa-
tion model by centralized storage, which is mainly divided
into three types based on the adjacency matrix, the correla-
tion characteristic matrix [15], and the graph theory [16].
Ref. [17] studies the storage architecture of mobile edge
computing, which explores the potential of mobile edge
computing to enhance data analysis of IoT applications.
The experiment results show that the data security and com-
puting efficiency were achieved. Ref. [18] proposed an effi-
cient and secure encrypted search architecture based on
mobile cloud storage. In architecture, mobile devices can off-
load intensive computing tasks to edge servers to improve
efficiency. In addition, in order to protect data security, the
correlation between query keywords and search results from
the cloud is hidden to reduce the information acquisition of
untrusted cloud. However, the architecture model has the
defect of a large amount of data, which requires a lot of
memory resources for calculation, which is not suitable for
a large power grid [19]. Ref. [20] proposed a nontechnical
loss (NTL) detection scheme supported by edge computing
and big data analysis tools to solve the problem of big data
NTL fraud detection in a smart grid, providing experience
for the development of big data security solutions in smart
grid. However, it only focuses on the topological connection
relationship, and the data interaction relationship is over
conceptualized and unable to correspond with the actual
system components [21]. Ref. [22] proposed a data exchange
architecture for energy Internet that takes into account edge
computing efficiency and data security. In this architecture,
edge computing is applied to solve the challenges related to
data exchange and data security at the same time. However,

due to the lack of topological structure caused by the com-
plete formulation, the model cannot reflect the actual struc-
tural characteristics of the system.

Due to the large amount of data, the above control
mode model is difficult to ensure the real-time control
and information security, and the energy consumption of
cloud computing is too high [23]. Based on the concept
of edge computing, Ref. [24] proposes an efficient and
privacy-preserving data download scheme for VANET.
By analyzing the encrypted requests from nearby vehicles,
the road-side unit can find popular data without sacrific-
ing the privacy of its download request. The results of
the security analysis show that the scheme can resist vari-
ous security attacks and improve the download efficiency
of the system. Ref. [25] proposed an effective ciphertext
policy attribute based on the encryption scheme, which
introduced the concept of partial hiding policy to protect
private information in the access policy. From the perspec-
tive of distributed control, Ref. [26] constructs a cloud
edge collaborative computing framework and proposes
data token and energy token inspired by blockchain and
security solutions for protecting vehicle data interaction.
However, the introduction of edge computing into the
cyber-physical system storage data security modeling is
still lack of research. Based on the existing research, this
paper constructs a cloud edge collaborative data processing
structure model of the power distribution IoT based on
the existing research and studies the data Security Storage
methods of the Distribution IoT.

Aiming at the data security problem in cloud edge col-
laboration of power distribution IoT in cyber-physical
energy systems, a data Security Storage method is pro-
posed. The innovation of the proposed method is as
follows:

(1) In view of the fact that the distribution cloud master
station cannot meet the demand of massive terminal
data request delay, the proposed method is based on
the “cloud-tube-edge-end” power distribution IoT
structure in cyber-physical energy systems and pro-
poses a cloud edge collaborative control mode, which
makes full use of the coordination of cloud and edge
computing to improve the efficiency

(2) Aiming at improving the data storage security of the
edge intelligent terminal, a distributed data storage
method based on the Kademlia algorithm is pro-
posed, and the improved homomorphic encryption
and secret sharing algorithm are used to make all
the edge intelligent terminal data stored and queried
in the ciphertext

(3) Because of the heterogeneous and distributed charac-
teristics of edge intelligent terminals, it is easier for
network attackers to launch malicious attacks. There-
fore, the proposed method establishes an intrusion
prevention model of edge intelligent terminals based
on the stochastic differential game, which provides
the optimal defense strategy for each edge intelligent
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terminal, so as to ensure the data security of power
distribution IoT

3. System Architecture

3.1. Hierarchical Structure of Power Distribution IoT in
Cyber-Physical Energy Systems. The power distribution IoT
is the embodiment of the application of the power IoT
in the field of distribution. It undertakes the functions of
perceiving the status of the visual distribution network,
controlling the distribution network equipment, opening
the service ability of the distribution network, and sharing
the data of the distribution network, so as to realize the
internal support of the grid operation, customer service,
enterprise operation, and other businesses, and the exter-
nal business supports the resource commercial operation,
energy finance, comprehensive energy service, and virtual
power plant and other businesses [27]. The power distri-
bution IoT overall structure in cyber-physical energy sys-
tems is shown in Figure 1.

The structure of power distribution IoT can be divided
into four core levels of “cloud-management-edge-device,”
and each level is described as follows.

(1) Cloud: as the distribution cloud master station plat-
form, it adopts cloud computing, big data, artificial
intelligence, and other technologies to realize the
comprehensive cloud and microservice of the master
station under the IoT architecture. The first mock
exam platform of distribution cloud can satisfy the
business requirements of massive devices such as
plug and play, data integration, and cloud collabora-
tion. It supports the business requirements such as
low voltage unified model management, plug and
play, data cloud synchronization, and IoT manage-
ment. The main station needs to have flexible Inter-
net of Things cloud service and cloud edge
collaboration ability, which could meet the require-
ments of rapid response, dynamic allocation of
resources, intensive operation, and maintenance of
the system at the same time. “Cloud” layer includes
the platform as a service, infrastructure as a service,
and software as a service layer

(2) Management: as a data transmission channel of
“cloud,” “edge,” and “end,” it is used to complete
the efficient transmission of massive information in
the power grid. It can be divided into two main parts:
remote communication network and local communi-
cation network, where the remote communication
network provides the data communication channel
between the distribution cloud master station and
the edge intelligent terminal, and the local communi-
cation network provides the data communication
channel between the edge intelligent terminal and
the terminal unit

(3) Edge: the edge intelligent terminal, with “edge cloud,
cloud gateway” as the main landing form, and “cloud
edge collaboration, edge intelligence” as the core fea-

ture, which is an open platform for data aggregation
and computing. In the power distribution IoT system
structure, the edge intelligent terminal is the carrier
and key link of terminal data self-organization and
end cloud business self-coordination, which realizes
the decoupling of terminal hardware and software
functions. For the “end” end, the data exchange and
intelligent sensing equipment are used to complete
the edge end collaboration to achieve full data acqui-
sition, full perception, and full control; for the
“cloud” end, the edge intelligent terminal and the dis-
tribution cloud master station interact in real-time
and full-duplex mode with key operation data to
complete edge cloud collaboration, give full play to
the expertise of cloud computing and edge comput-
ing, and realize reasonable division of labor

(4) Devices: terminal device (various types of sensor
units), as the sensing layer and execution layer in
the power distribution IoT architecture; “end” refers
to the source of basic data such as operation status,
environmental status, and equipment environmental
status of the distribution network to “edge” or
“cloud,” and the terminal for executing decision-
making command or local control

3.2. Cloud Edge Collaboration for Power Distribution IoT in
Cyber-Physical Energy Systems. Different from the central-
ized storage structure where the distribution cloud master
station completes all the computing tasks, the edge intelli-
gent terminal is added to the edge side of the cloud edge
collaborative structure near the data source, as shown in
Figure 2. The distributed collaboration theory divides the
distribution network terminal devices and the edge intelli-
gent terminals into multiple distributed collaboration
according to the region and operation state. All the power
and information components in each distributed collabo-
ration and the edge intelligent terminal jointly constitute
a distributed open-edge service platform integrating the
core functions of the network, storage, computing, and
application, providing the edge intelligent services in the
regional distributed collaboration, shorten the information
transmission link, and realize the communication and
regional interconnection with the cloud computing center
through the backbone network [28].

The control mode of cloud edge collaboration can
make full use of the collaborative advantages of cloud
computing and edge computing, realize unified scheduling,
and meet the security and real-time requirements [29, 30].
The business in the local area is uploaded to the edge
intelligent terminal after the data is collected by the termi-
nal devices, which is executed locally by the edge intelli-
gent terminal or completed by the cooperation of
multiple edge intelligent terminals through the local area
networks, such as plug and play application and applica-
tion localization management. The data information of
the edge intelligent terminal and the terminal devices is
stored in the edge intelligent terminal in modular form.
Some advanced applications, such as distribution network
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fault prediction, topology dynamic identification, orderly
charging of electric vehicles, and load forecasting, are
completed by the edge intelligent terminal and the
distribution cloud master station. Among them, the edge

intelligent terminal completes the optimization calculation,
and then, the distribution cloud master station sends
control commands to the edge intelligent terminal for
partition execution [31].
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Figure 1: Overall structure of power distribution IoT in cyber-physical energy systems.
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4. Data Security Storage Method

4.1. Data Storage and Query Model

4.1.1. Data Storage Model. Firstly, it is necessary to create a
database on the edge intelligent terminal, that is, the client
application, and randomly generate two large prime numbers
p1 and p2 (usually used to use prime numbers with more
than 512 bits, such as 1024 bits), to obtain the product n of
the two, namely:

φ nð Þ = p1 − 1ð Þ p2 − 1ð Þ, ð1Þ

A random number p also need to be generated to repre-
sent a positive integer coprime with n. Then, a new table T
is created in the distribution cloud master station database,
a field column A is created, and a column key named ckA =
hxA, yAi, xA, and yA are randomly generated, but xA, yA < n
is required. In addition, each row is defined as riðri > 0Þ
which is stored separately in a column named row-id, and
the row-id requires additional encryption, and the value of
the column can be encrypted using an improved homomor-
phic encryption algorithm (defined as riðri > 0Þ) that sup-
ports addition. In this way, table T has two columns (row-
id, A). The edge intelligent terminal only needs to store p1,
p2, and ckA, and the actual value of the table is stored in the
distribution cloud master station database.

In summary, the data model is built in the integer field for
operation. After getting the plaintext data V to be inserted, V
needs to be encrypted by ckA and ri. In other words, Vkey is
generated by ckA andri, and Vkey is generated as follows:

Vkey = g r, x, yð Þð Þ = xpry mod φ nð Þ mod n, ð2Þ

Then, Ve is generated by Vkey and plaintext V . Ve is the
encrypted ciphertext value of the data:

Ve = E V , Vkey
� �

=VV−1
key mod n, ð3Þ

where V−1
key is the modular inverse of Vkey .

The generated Ve is stored in the distribution cloud mas-
ter station database, andVkey as the intermediate value of cal-
culation does not need to be stored, because the value of Vkey
can be recovered through ckA and ri. Vkey and Vkey values are
needed to decrypt the data when the value needs to be
decrypted:

V =D Ve, Vkey
� �

=VeVkey mod n: ð4Þ

For the whole database, the edge intelligent terminal only
needs to save two positive integers n and p, while for table T
and column A in the database, the edge intelligent terminal
only needs to save the column key ckA of the column. In
the distribution cloud master station database, the encrypted
line number E+ðrÞ and the ciphertext value Ae of the data are
saved in the database. Compared with other encryption cloud
data storage models, this model does not need to occupy

additional database space of the distribution cloud master
station to store metadata for data repair [32].

4.1.2. Query Model. The database system SHAMC can
directly execute ciphertext SQL queries on the data tables cre-
ated by the database layer of the power distribution cloud
master station, which all rely on the improved homomorphic
encryption algorithm of the model. The query algorithm is
jointly implemented by the protocol stack designed and
stored on the edge intelligent terminal and the power distri-
bution cloud master station database [33, 34]. These proto-
cols are designed and written in the User-Defined Function
(UDF) of the edge intelligent terminal of the database man-
agement software (DMS).

SHAMC supports most of the operators of SQL state-
ments and can pass all the statement tests of TPC-H. Taking
the commonly used multiplication operators as an example,
we will introduce the process of implementing encrypted
queries.

Assuming that the data table T has two encrypted col-
umns, column A and column B, the calculation result A × B
is to be obtained. A, B keys ckA = hxA, yAi and ckB = hxB, yBi
. Assuming that the result column is column C, the column
key of column C is ckC = hxC , yCi. To get the value of C
through the values of A and B, you need to calculate Ce and
ckC . Specifically, execute the protocol edge intelligent termi-
nal protocol mul cal x and mul cal y, get ckc:

ckC = xC , yCh i = xAyB, xA + yBh i: ð5Þ

Then, execute the protocol mul cal ce on the database of
the power distribution cloud master station to get ce:

Ce = AeBe mod n: ð6Þ

can be pushed:

Ckey = xc ⋅ p
ryc = xA ⋅ xB ⋅ p

r xA+yBð Þ = Akey ⋅ Bkey mod nð Þ: ð7Þ

Therefore, it can be proved:

C = Ce ⋅ Ckey = Ae ⋅ Be ⋅ Ckey

= A ⋅ A−1
key ⋅ B ⋅ B−1

key ⋅ Akey ⋅ Bkey = A ⋅ B:
ð8Þ

4.2. Data Safe Storage. In order to avoid the problems caused
by the centralized storage system, a distributed data storage
system is designed based on the Kademlia algorithm by using
the edge computing architecture. The Kademlia algorithm
has the characteristics of simplicity, flexibility, and security.
Assign a randomly generated 160-bit node identity (ID, iden-
tity) to each edge intelligent terminal joining the Kademlia
network. The 160-bit hash value of the encrypted data block
is used as the number, called the key, and the encrypted data
block itself is used as the value, and then, the data block is
stored in the form of key-value pairs on several edge intelli-
gent terminals with ID values similar to the key. The maxi-
mum number of nodes that can be accommodated in the
Kademlia network is 2,160, and its storage capacity far
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exceeds the number of devices required in the actual net-
work, thus meeting the scalability requirements of large-
scale IoT applications [35].

Each edge intelligent terminal in the distributed storage
system only stores a part of the encrypted data and does
not store a complete data ledger. In addition, the state infor-
mation of the edge intelligent terminal is stored in each node
through the K-bucket mechanism. Kademlia algorithm cal-
culates the distance between nodes through exclusive OR
operation. The distributed storage structure based on edge
computing is shown in Figure 3. Each edge intelligent termi-
nal has a 160-layer K-bucket mechanism table.

For K-bucket i, the edge intelligent terminal stores the
status messages of k nodes whose distance is ½2i−1, 2iÞ. These
messages include node ID, Internet Protocol (IP) address,
and access port. k is a system-level constant, which can be
set to 8 according to the dynamic setting of the storage sys-
tem, such as the Kademlia algorithm used in the bit stream.
The state storage method based on the K-bucket mechanism
makes n edge intelligent terminals need lgn queries at most to
find the target information.

The distributed storage architecture based on edge com-
puting effectively avoids the two common problems of tradi-
tional distributed systems. Firstly, the entry/exit of nodes in a
distributed system is very frequent. When the node status
changes, the entire network will update the broadcast address
and synchronize the nodes, which leads to network conges-
tion and greatly reduces the storage and search efficiency
[36]. In the proposed secure storage solution, each node only
maintains some of the messages of edge intelligent terminals,
so that the impact on the entire network is minimized when
any node changes its state. Then, in the traditional architec-
ture, each node maintains the status information of the entire
network. Once a node is attacked or deliberately committed
evil, the status information of all nodes will be leaked. The
Kademlia algorithm is used to provide partition fault toler-
ance for the storage system, which greatly reduces the risk
of information leakage.

4.3. Data Defense Model. Edge intelligent terminals process
and store data, and the separation of ownership and control
rights causes edge intelligent terminals to lose physical con-
trol of their data. A large number of edge intelligent termi-
nals, local deployment, and wide geographic distribution
make it easier and more efficient for intruders in this com-
puting mode to launch denial of service attacks [37]. If effec-
tive detection and defense mechanisms are not deployed on
edge smart terminals, malicious intruders can launch attacks
by consuming limited resources of computing and band-
width. Meanwhile, it also can forge false data centers, deceive
edge smart terminals and obtain users sensitive data or even
tty to control the devices.

In order to establish a defense mechanism suitable for
edge intelligent terminals, in this section, modeling and anal-
ysis of the interaction behavior between attack nodes and
edge nodes by noncooperative differential game theory are
taken into account, where the heterogeneity of distribution
IoT and the ability of edge nodes are able to respond detec-
tion and defense functions autonomously.

In the environment of edge computing, the number of
edge intelligent terminals is recorded as N , and each edge
intelligent terminal is deployed with an intrusion prevention
system, so that xðtÞ is the number of intruders at t time, and
represents the defense strength of the intrusion prevention
system deployed at the edge intelligent terminal i at time t,
where i = 1, 2,⋯,N . Let vðtÞ denote the attack frequency of
the intruder at t time. When the intruder attacks any edge
intelligent terminal maliciously, the change process of the
number is related to the defense strength of the edge intelli-
gent terminal’s intrusion prevention system and the current
attack strength. Therefore, the change process of the number
of invaders can be described by the following equations:

dx tð Þ
dt

= ax tð Þ − biui tð Þ + cv tð Þ,
x t0ð Þ = x0 > 0,

8<
: ð9Þ

where a represents that when the intruder’s trajectory is not
detected, the intruder increases the growth rate of its number
by attacking the edge intelligent terminal, bi represents that
the intrusion prevention system deployed on the edge intelli-
gent terminal successfully detects and blocks the intruder
probability, c represents the probability of an intruder suc-
cessfully attacking under the action of the intrusion preven-
tion system, t0 represents the initial time of the game, and
x0 represents the initial number of intruders.

When it is attacked maliciously in the game process, the
edge intelligent terminal can detect and block the behavior
of malicious intruders by deploying and responding to the
intrusion prevention system. The edge nodes also could pre-
vent the attacks by reducing the attack intensity and the
number of intruders minimizing the resource consumption
cost caused by its own defense measures. In the process of
edge intelligent terminal being attacked, with the increase
of the number and frequency of intruders, the cost of deploy-
ing defense system and reducing the number of intruders are
αiu

2
i ðtÞ and εixðtÞ, respectively, where αi is the unit cost of

edge intelligent terminal i, and εi is the unit cost of reducing
the number of intruders to respond to the defense system.

In addition, the cost of computing resources consumed
by each edge intelligent terminal to successfully resist mali-
cious attacks can be expressed as a function of attack
frequency, i.e., βvðtÞuiðtÞ, where β is the unit cost of comput-
ing resource consumption. The resource consumption
caused by a false alarm attack of the intrusion prevention

Distance:[2k–1,2k)
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k nodes
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Figure 3: Distributed storage architecture based on edge
computing.
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system is χiuiðtÞ, and χi represents the unit cost caused by
false alarm attack.

For any edge intelligent terminal i, try to minimize its
computing resource cost during the game. According to the
above analysis, the total cost function of the edge intelligent
terminal i deployed with the intrusion prevention system
on the game time ½t0, T� is expressed as:

JDi =min
ui tð Þ

ðT
t0

ui tð Þ αiui tð Þ + χið Þ + βv tð Þui tð Þð

+ εix tð ÞÞ exp −r t − t0ð Þ½ �dt + qi x Tð Þð Þ exp −r T − t0ð Þ½ �,
ð10Þ

where T represents the time when the game ends, r repre-
sents the ratio of the future cost of the edge smart terminal
to the current cost, and qiðxðTÞÞ exp ½−rðT − t0Þ� represents
the cost function of the edge smart terminal at the end of
the game.

In the attack process, the intruder tries to achieve the
maximum damage to the defense system by increase the
attack intensity, which is conducted by maximizing the
attack frequency and increasing the number of intruders.
Therefore, the total cost function of the intruder in the game
time ½t0, T� is expressed as:

JA =min
v tð Þ

ðT
t0

ηv2 tð Þ + κui tð Þv tð Þ + λx tð Þ� �
exp −r t − t0ð Þ½ �dt

+ qi x Tð Þð Þ exp −r T − t0ð Þ½ �:
ð11Þ

For the edge intelligent terminal, if there is a continu-
ous differentiable function Uiðt, xÞ: ½t0,∞� × R→ R for any
edge intelligent terminal i, it satisfies the Isaacs Bellman
equation:

Ui t, xð Þ = exp −r t − t0ð Þ½ �ð∞
0

αi ϕ
∗
i t, xð Þ½ �2 +

�
βv tð Þϕ∗i t, xð Þ+χiϕ

∗
i t, xð Þ + εix tð ÞÞ

× exp −r t − t0ð Þ½ �dt:
ð12Þ

Then, the strategy set fu∗i ðtÞ = ϕ∗i ðt, xÞji = 1, 2,⋯,Ng is
the feedback Nash equilibrium solution.

According to the Nash equilibrium solution process, in
the infinite time domain, the optimal defense strategy of the
edge intelligent terminal i is u∗ðtÞ:

u∗ tð Þ = 2ηbiεi + βcλð Þ exp r t − t0ð Þ½ �
4αiη − βκð Þ r − að Þ −

2ηχi

4αiη − βκ
: ð13Þ

Similarly, the optimal strategy for the intruder i is v∗ðtÞ:

v∗ tð Þ = −εic exp r t − t0ð Þ½ �
2ηr − a

−
2ηχiκ r − að Þ + εiκβc + 2ηbiκλð Þ exp r t − t0ð Þ½ �

2η 4αiη − βκð Þ r − að Þ :

ð14Þ

According to the above analysis, the edge intelligent ter-
minal and the intruder adopt stochastic differential game
modeling, and the optimal strategies in the finite and infinite
time domain are obtained according to the equilibrium solu-
tion so that each edge intelligent terminal and intruder can
consider the resources maximize revenue under limited cir-
cumstances. The data security preserving model of edge
intelligent terminal based on the stochastic differential game
in the edge computing environment is shown in Algorithm 1.

4.4. Cloud Edge Collaborative Storage Security Defense. The
proposed cloud edge collaborative storage security defense
scheme includes four stages: preparation stage, transmission
stage, sharing stage, and retrieval stage.

(1) Preparation stage: each edge intelligent terminal
inputs a security parameter 1k to generate public-
private key ðPK , SKÞ. The initialization algorithm is
as follows:

PKPKE, SKPKEð Þ← PKE:Setup 1k
� �

,

PKPKES, SKPKESð Þ← PKES:Setup 1k
� �

,

PKDS, SKDSð Þ←DS:Setup 1k
� �

:

ð15Þ

The edge intelligent terminal manages the private key SK
by itself and then sends the corresponding public key PK to
the CA for registration. CA will use its private key SKCA

DS to
sign the identity information of the edge intelligent terminal
and the public key PK of the edge intelligent terminal, so as to
generate the digital certificate Cert of the edge intelligent ter-
minal. Finally, CA sends the generated digital certificate Cert
to the edge intelligent terminal.

(2) Transmission stage: the data sending terminal device
logs into a similar edge intelligent terminal, extracts
some keywords W for the query from the data F it
wants to store in the distribution cloud master sta-
tion, and then uses its own private key SKO

DS to gener-
ate a digital signature sign for the data F

sign←DS:Sig SKO
DS, F

� �
: ð16Þ

Data sending terminal device sends data F, keyword W,
authorized terminal device list U , digital signature sign, and
its digital certificate CertO to edge intelligent terminal
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through a secure channel. The edge intelligent terminal will
generate a unique symmetric key K according to the identi-
fier ID of each data file after receiving the data sent by the
data sending terminal device.

K ← SE:Setup 1k
� �

: ð17Þ

The edge intelligent terminal uses a symmetric key K to
encrypt each data file F to generate data ciphertext CSE.

CSE ← SE:Enc K , Fð Þ: ð18Þ

The edge intelligent terminal obtains the certificates f
CertRjR ∈Ug of all authorized terminal devices from CA
and obtains the public key fPKR

PKE , PKR
PEKS, PKR

DSjR ∈Ug of
all authorized edge intelligent terminals and encrypts sym-
metric key K and keyword W with PKR

PKE and PKR
PEKS,

respectively, to generate symmetric key ciphertext CR
PKE and

public key searchable ciphertext CR,W
PKES.

CR
PKE ← PKE:Enc PKR

PKE, K
� �

,

CR,W
PEKS ← PEKS:Enc PKR

PEKS,W
� �

:
ð19Þ

The edge intelligent terminal uploads data ciphertext CSE,
symmetric key ciphertext CR

PKE, public key searchable cipher-
text CR,W

PKES, digital signature sign of data, and the digital certif-
icate CertO of data sending terminal device to distribution
cloud master station.

(1) Sharing stage: an authorized data receiving terminal
device logs in to a neighboring edge intelligent termi-
nal, and a sharing request is submitted to the edge
intelligent terminal. The edge intelligent terminal
forwards the sharing request to the distribution cloud
master station, and the distribution cloud master sta-
tion returns all data ciphertext CSE, symmetric key
ciphertext CR

PKE, the digital signature sign of data,

and digital certificate CertO of data sending terminal
device to the edge intelligent terminal

The edge intelligent terminal obtains the public key PKO
DS

from the digital certificate CertO of the data sending terminal
device and sends the symmetric key ciphertext CR

PKE to the
authorized data receiving terminal device. The authorized
data receiving terminal device uses its own private key
SKR

PKE to decrypt symmetric key ciphertext CR
PKE and obtain

symmetric key K .

K ← PKE:Dec SKR
PKE, C

R
PKE

� �
: ð20Þ

The authorized data receiving terminal device returns the
symmetric key K to the edge intelligent terminal through the
secure channel, and the edge intelligent terminal uses K to
decrypt data ciphertext CSE to obtain plaintext F.

F ← SE:Dec K , CSEð Þ: ð21Þ

The edge intelligent terminal will return the integrity ver-
ified data F to the authorized data receiving terminal device
through the secure channel.

(2) Retrieval stage: an authorized data receiving terminal
device logs in to a neighboring edge intelligent termi-
nal and uses its own private key SKR

PEKS to generate a
search trapdoor TW for the keywordW to be queried

TW ← PEKS:Tra SKR
PEKS,W

� �
: ð22Þ

The data receiving terminal device sends the retrieval
request of TW and its digital certificate CertR to the edge
intelligent terminal, which forwards the retrieval request to
the distribution cloud master station. The distribution cloud
master station obtains the public key PKR

PEKS of the autho-
rized data receiving terminal device from the digital certifi-
cate CertR of the authorized data receiving terminal device,
and uses PKR

PEKS and TW to retrieve the matched public key

Pseudocode of edge node oriented security defense algorithm
Input: number of nodes N
Begin

1. The security defense model of stochastic differential game is established:
dxðtÞ/dt = axðtÞ − biuiðtÞ + cvðtÞ,
xðt0Þ = x0 > 0:

(

2. Set parameters according to network conditions a, bi, c, αi, εi, η, κ, λ, r
3. Fort = 0 to T
4. Nash equilibrium method is used to calculate the game model, and the optimal strategy is obtained:

u∗ðtÞ = ð2ηbiεi + βcλÞ exp ½rðt − t0Þ�/ð4αiη − βκÞðr − aÞ − 2ηχi/4αiη − βκ,
v∗ðtÞ = −εic exp ½rðt − t0Þ�/2ηr − a − 2ηχiκðr − aÞ + ðεiκβc + 2ηbiκλÞ exp ½rðt − t0Þ�/2ηð4αiη − βκÞðr − aÞ:

5. End for
6. According to the equilibrium solution structure, the number of intruders is analyzed.
End

Algorithm 1:
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searchable ciphertext set ψR
PEKS generated by the data sending

terminal device for the authorized data receiving terminal
device, and searchable ciphertext ψW can be retrieved.

ψW ← PEKS:Search PKR
PEKS, ψ

R
PEKS, TW

� �
: ð23Þ

The distribution cloud master station will return the
retrieved public key searchable ciphertext corresponding
data ciphertext CSE, symmetric key ciphertext CR

PKE, digital
signature of data, and digital certificate CertO of data sending
terminal device to the edge intelligent terminal. After that,
the data processing process between the edge intelligent ter-
minal and the authorized data receiving terminal device is
consistent with the security defense in the sharing phase.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

The host configuration is Intel Core i3-3240 CPU@3.4GHz
and 4GB of memory and using the SHAMC encryption
model. My SQL 5.5 is installed at both ends as the basic data-
base, and all encrypted query protocols are built on the UDF
of MySQL. The configuration of each distribution cloud mas-
ter station database is dynamically adjustable, which is con-
venient for comparative experiments.

In addition, six hosts are used to simulate the edge intel-
ligent terminal, named edge1-6. Edge1-4 is equipped with
Intel Xeon CPU e3-1220 (3.00GHz) and 32GB random
access memory (RAM), while edge5-6 is equipped with Intel
Xeon CPU e5620 (2.40GHz) and 24GB RAM; a MacBook
Pro equipped with Intel Core i9-9880h and 16GB RAM is
used as the IoT consumer.

5.1. Time Delay Analysis. In order to verify the download
delay performance of the proposed method, the time delay
experiment is carried out. And the result is compared with
the traditional cloud storage which is shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, when the amount of data to be allo-
cated is very small, the delay performance of cloud storage
and cloud edge collaborative storage architecture is similar,
because the small amount of data brings less transmission
delay, and the powerful computing power of distribution
cloud master station can make up for the delayed loss caused
by transmission. With the continuous increase of tasks, due
to the distance between the distribution cloud master station
and the terminal device, a large amount of data will cause a
long transmission delay, so the service response delay of
cloud storage architecture increases significantly. Compared
with cloud storage architecture, because the edge computing
layer is close to the end devices, it can provide services for the
end devices at the network edge, so the cloud edge collabora-
tive network architecture has better delay performance.

As for the performance of the stochastic differential game
algorithm in this optimization problem, it is compared with
the algorithm in Ref. [17], Ref. [20], and Ref. [25], and the
results are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the delay of the four opti-
mization algorithms increases with the increase of the task
amount. However, in the case of the same amount of data,
the delay of the proposed stochastic differential game algo-

rithm is significantly less than that of other comparative algo-
rithms, which fully proves that it has better delay
optimization performance, can quickly complete informa-
tion exchange, and is suitable for high standard security
protection.

5.2. Comparative Analysis of Storage Capacity. The storage
capacity of the edge intelligent terminal has a great impact
on the data security storage performance of the power distri-
bution IoT. In the experiment, the storage capacity of the
edge intelligent terminal changes from 100 to 200 data
blocks, and the network delay is 10ms.

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
data security storage method, its storage capacity is com-
pared with Ref. [17], Ref. [20], and Ref. [25]. The average
acquisition delay of data resources is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the average acquisition
delay of the distributed storage method is significantly lower
than that of other storage methods. As the storage capacity of
edge intelligent terminals increases, the average acquisition
delay of various storage methods has decreased. This is
because the greater the storage capacity of edge intelligent
terminals, the more data can be stored at the network edge,
thereby reducing the average acquisition delay. With the
increase of the storage capacity of edge intelligent terminals,
when the storage capacity is 200 data blocks, compared with
100 data blocks, the average acquisition delay of the proposed
storage method is reduced by 58.3%. Ref. [17], Ref. [20], and
Ref. [25] reduced by 25.5%, 22.6%, and 40.8%, respectively. It
can be seen that the average acquisition delay reduction effect
of the proposed storage method is the best.

5.3. Query Performance Analysis. TPC-H performance test
specification is used to analyze the query performance.
TPC-H performance test includes all the commonly used
query operation operators and contains complex queries.
Through TPC-H, it usually means that the database can sup-
port normal use and can cope with some complex business
scenarios. In the experiment, all TPC-H statements can be
executed correctly.

In order to compare the usability of SHAMC with other
encrypted databases, two kinds of algorithm prototypes,
MONOMI and crypt dB, are implemented in the experiment.
In the SHAMC model, Q4, Q11, Q12, q13, Q16, and q21 are
not involved in the ciphertext operation, and q13, Q15, and
Q16 are not supported by the SDB, Crypt DB, andMONOMI
models. Therefore, in a comprehensive consideration, some
TPC-H statements are selected for verification. The execu-
tion time of the SHAMC ciphertext query TPC-H statement
and plaintext query is shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, SHAMC achieved much
more efficiency than Crypt DB in the execution time. In the
SHAMC system, most of the computation is transferred to
the database layer of the distribution cloud master station.
Therefore, in order to further analyze the proportion of pro-
cessing time in each layer, taking Q1, Q8, q14, and q22 state-
ments of TPC-H as an example, the comparison of the
execution time of three processing processes of distribution
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cloud master station database layer, client application layer,
and network transmission is shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, the database protocol operation of
the distribution cloud master station in the database layer of
the distribution cloud takes up the vast majority of the calcu-
lation process. Compared with MONOMI, which has similar
query performance, MONOMI needs to precalculate data on
the client and work with the cloud to complete the query

operation. In general, SHAMC has an acceptable computing
overhead and transfers most of the computation to the data-
base layer of the distribution cloud master station, which
reduces the computing load of the client.

5.4. Safety Analysis. Consider that the number of edge intel-
ligent terminals participating in the game is N = 6, the edge
intelligent terminal and the intruder discount their future
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costs into the current cost ratio r = 0:05, the initial time of the
game t0 = 0, and the end time of T = 20 s.

Consider that when the probability of an intruder’s
successful attack is greater than or equal to 90%, the dynamic
change of its attack frequency v∗ðtÞ over time is shown in
Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the attack frequency of
intruders decreases with time. With the enhancement of
the defense level of the edge intelligent terminal, the attack
frequency of the intruder decreases gradually with the
improvement of the defense level of the edge intelligent
terminal. At the same time, in the process of launching
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the attack, the intruder tries to maximize the illegal bene-
fits and minimize the cost by dynamically adjusting its
attack strength.

According to the above analysis, the edge intelligent ter-
minal selects the optimal defense strategy when the intruder
selects its optimal attack intensity. The change track of the
number x∗ðtÞ of intruders over time is shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the number of intruders gradually
decreases with time. Combined with the analysis in Figure 9,
after t = 10ms, the attack intensity of the intruders would not
threaten the edge intelligent terminal security. Therefore, the
proposed security protection method can effectively resist
intruders while improving the security of edge smart
terminals.
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In order to demonstrate the proposed method security
performance, the optimal defense strength and the attack fre-
quency are compared with the defense models proposed in
Ref. [17], [20], and [25], as shown in Figure 11.

As Figure 11 shows that with the change of time, the pro-
tection methods of the proposed protection method and the
comparison method increase rapidly and tend to be stable,
while the attack frequency of the intruder is gradually
reduced and tends to be stable. However, the proposed

method can control the attacker’s attack frequency better
when the edge intelligent terminal consumes low computing
resources.

6. Conclusion

The rapid growth of the number of intelligent terminal
devices at the edge of the power distribution IoT leads to
the massive physical data generated at the edge of the
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network. However, the big data technology based on cloud
computing can not meet the low energy consumption and
real-time requirements of the edge intelligent terminal for
data processing. Edge computing makes up for the deficiency
of cloud computing. Edge computing offloads cloud comput-
ing services to the network edge. However, the edge network
environment is more complex, the heterogeneity between
terminal devices and the limited resources of computing
and storage make the edge intelligent terminals, and their
data face a series of new security challenges. Therefore, a data
Security Storage method for power distribution IoT is pro-
posed. Based on the “cloud-tube-edge-end” power distribu-
tion IoT structure, a cloud edge collaborative centralized
distributed joint control mode is proposed to meet the real-
time requirements. The distributed data storage method
based on the Kademlia algorithm and encryption algorithm
is used to store the data in the ciphertext and execute data
query directly on the ciphertext to ensure the security of data
storage. In addition, the security protection model of the edge
intelligent terminal based on the stochastic differential game
is established to ensure the security of the edge intelligent ter-
minal. The results show that the storage and query delay of
the proposed method is low, and with the improvement of
the storage capacity of the server, the data acquisition delay
is less. Moreover, it has better security performance than
other methods.

The proposed method assumes that the randomness of
the attacker obeys the normal distribution in the process of
establishing the model. However, in the actual edge network,
the behavior of the attacker is more complex, and the random
joining or exiting of the edge intelligent terminal will lead to
the change of the edge network structure. Therefore, the edge
network based on the randomness of the attacker needs fur-
ther research. In addition, in order to ensure the data secu-
rity, the proposed algorithm uses an encryption algorithm
and game algorithm at the same time, and the structure is rel-
atively complex. The next research will focus on the design of
a data security method which takes into account the security,
lightweight, and suitability for the power distribution IoT.
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